
















The Creation method of "Elementary school music study guidance" to bring up "Keen 
sense of beauty"























　This study examined the methodology of what kind of a learning guidance plan should be prepared in order to develop 
a music lesson that nurtures a "Keen aesthetic sense" at elementary schools. There is an opportunity for the research to 
develop a simple teaching instruction plan, written only in order of the fl ow of classes. In the fi rst place, the "learning 
activity" column of the learning guidance plan should not list the contents of the activity. In this column, we will examine 
1) what kind of learning attitudes children want to work on, 2) how to give children the opportunity to think 3) what 
the results were. I think that we should prepare a teaching instruction plan to confi rm whether these three points are 
achieved or not by the method. Furthermore, in the column of "Teacher's encouragement" is not just the "singing" or 
"letting you feel" approach, but how can you develop a music lesson that fosters "Keen sense of beauty"? We should 
describe the content that instructs necessary skills.
　In this study, first of all the development of "Original knack" (Creative teaching technology) and "Brands worth 
watching" was thought to be developed in order to develop a "Keen sense of beauty". These two methods are based on the 
goal of the new course of study (Elementary school music) to acquire the necessary skills to express the music that you 
want to represent. The author conceived the "Purpose" to achieve the target and, the reason and the eff ect are investigated 













































































　As a result of the research, in order to develop a "Keen sense of beauty", with the sensitivity of the teachers themselves, 
the development of "Original knack" that others cannot imitate, and the ability to see and listen and express their own 
values are diff erent from those of others. It became clear that the method of building a "Brands worth watching" was 
useful. And when we make use of these techniques, we can see that it is directly linked to the education that fosters 
a"Keen sense of beauty", which pursues individual and unexpected surprises. A specifi c example of this is presented as 
a "Concrete example of "Original knack and its verifi cation (table 1)" and "Roadmap (table 2) to build a Brands worth 
watching".
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   表２を参考にして学習指導案の「本時の展開」に、まとめとしての「視聴価ブランド」の項目を設定しよう。
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